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New app for the skilled 
tradesman – now available 
in Swedish and Norwegian 
versions
Last year, Alfix introduced a Danish trade app – 
tailored to the professional tile fixer. Domestically, 
this new digital platform has been a great success 
and is now accompanied by similar Swedish and 
Norwegian versions adapted to our 2 largest export 
markets.

By use of the Alfix app, the tile fixer has easy access to a 
range of important product related information – directly on 
site. The app offers immediate accessibility to product data 
and safety sheets as well as user friendly calculator. Finally, 
the app enables fast and straightforward quality control of 
any ongoing or finished job and makes allowance for short 
notes and photos.

Download of app to iPhone now by App Store and to Androids 
by Google Play.



DK

Tilslutningsdetaljer 
ved Alfix Facadepudssystem

Tillæg til Holdbare pudsede facader - med Alfix DuraPuds og DuraDec

New brochure – facade render 
We have just launched a detailed supplement to the existing brochure on facade 
rendering ”Holdbare pudsede facader – med Alfix DuraPuds og DuraDec”.  

The new supplementary brochure offers easy guidance as to how to make particular 
adjusting details properly.

The brochure offers drawings and specifications for façade render systems with mineral 
wool and EPS and includes details on professional Alfix solutions on plinths, windowsills, 
roof heel and crown.

See the brochure here

Alfix has been chosen for impressive 
mosaic facade project in Copenhagen
Alfix is included on the mosaic facade of a large and prestigious project at 
Flintholm Station on Frederiksberg.

The new 4,400 cubric metre large public centre, House of Culture and Movement (Kultur- 
og Bevægelseshus) KU.BE is now applied with beautiful Spanish mosaics fixed in Alfix C2 
epoxy adhesive. Grouting is subsequently made with Alfix CeraFill 20 – a joint grout that 
both matches and compensates for demanding variations in joint widths. 

”It has been of utmost importance to client, specifier and constructor that the specified 
technical solution for this unique and complex facade project has been tailored specifically 
to the job. Over time, the facade will be exposed to the ever-changeable Danish 
weathering which – with a view to an exterior mosaic facade - poses an “aggressive 
environment” with its mixture of sun, rain and frequent changes between frost and 
thaw. We are absolutely confident that the solution offered by Alfix will meet the tough 
requirements of this demanding job” concludes Head of Technical Department, Allan 
Nielsen.

The project stands out in terms of size and dimensions as the facade covers 1,300 m² and 
rises up to 10 m. KU.BE has been designed by Adept/MRVDV architects, and the building 
will give room to library, café, and several other cultural and sports related activities.
The impressive white mosaic-tiled facade with bright Alfix joints will soon lighten up the 
urban scenery at Frederiksberg.

See photos of the spectacular architectural experiment here.

http://www.alfix.com/files/pdf/pdf_printfiler_dk/dk_tilslutningsdetaljer_ved_alfix_facadesystem.pdf
http://www.alfix.com/referencer/ku-be-frederiksberg


It has been of utmost importance to client (...) that the specified 
technical solution for this unique and complex facade project has 
been tailored to the job 
- Allan Nielsen, Head of Technical Department, Alfix

Many new Alfix swimming pools  
Last year has seen a drastic growth in the number of Scandinavian swimming 
pools made with Alfix products. The late summer of 2016 has also presented a 
variety of fascinating pool projects. 

”We highly appreciate the profound professionalism that characterizes the thrust-based 
co-operation on swimming pools within our trade. Currently, Alfix is used for several large 
projects in a number of Danish cities, such as Ishøj, Ølstykke, Herfølge and Aarhus. We 
are pleased to learn that so many specifiers and contractors now specifically choose us as 
their business partner”, says Carsten Schultz, Technical manager with Alfix.

In spite of more than 40 years of pool experience, the company still approaches each new 
assignment with a humble attitude based on the firm belief that a successful outcome 
mainly rests on a clear and joint adaption of expectations combined with a close and 
ongoing dialogue, explains Carsten Schultz. To Alfix, reassurance of all parties involved 
constitutes the number one goal of any partnership: namely to make sure that client, 
specifier, contractor and tile fixer can feel completely confident in terms of Alfix solutions.

Here is a photo of a large 50m pool in Ishøj ready to receive tiles in both pool and 
barefoot areas. For tile application, Alfix 2K Sealing membrane, Alfix ProFix adhesive and 
Alfix CeraFill 18 resistant high-strength grout will be used a.o.

For more details on Alfix solutions with Responsible strength for pool projects, please 
contact Carsten Schultz +45 7552 9011

See references here!

Danish-made facade render 
– durability of up to 15 years
Sales of Alfix DuraPuds 800SR see a positive growth. The ready-mixed render is diffusion 
open, offers a durability of up to 15 years on facades, and is available in 21 beautiful 
and lasting standard colours. Furthermore, the render produced in Kolding is resistant to 
weathering and dirt and prevents algae and fungus growth; highly valued features to most 
owners.

For more details on the product read here!

See completely new references including Alfix DuraPuds 800 SR here:
• Exclusive home in Kolding 
• Old water tower in Aalborg 
• Functionalistic-style house in Hjørring 

http://www.alfix.com/referencer
http://www.alfix.com/gb/durapuds-800-sr

